ABSTRACT

Petroleum is a heterogenic substance composed predominantly by hydrocarbons. Despite its many utilities, at petroleum contamination environmental disasters its removal is costly, dangerous and difficult to remove all chemical residues. Many methodologies are now used to recovery contaminated sites, and bioremediation is one of the most utilized due application of native microorganisms to process and transform the chemical compounds. At this study we propose the characterization of a \textit{Pseudomonas} spp. isolate from macrophytes collected in an eviction petroleum residue lake from Isaac Saba petroleum refinery at Coari, Amazon. We challenge the bacterium inoculum against raw petroleum and had its degradation rates estimated by gas spectrometry and its protein expression pattern analyzed by mass spectrometry. As results the \textit{Pseudomonas} isolate alone was able to degrade 51\% of raw petroleum in 72h contact. 51 hydrocarbons were identified, of these amount 23 hydrocarbons had 100\% of degradation and 28 partial degradation ranging of 3.80 to 69.88\%. At mass spectrometry analysis we found many proteins related to degradation of xenobiotic residues as cytochrome c5, related to transport of hydrocarbons through bacterial membrane. The \textit{Pseudomonas} isolate object of this study has Amazon origin, and alone was capable of raw petroleum degradation, while commonly a bacterial consortium is needed. We believe this study may contribute to discovery new biochemical process involved in petroleum degradation and development of tools to apply in this field.
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